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ABSTRACT   

This study aims to determine the effect of the flipped classroom learning model on the critical thinking 

skills of State Senior High School 3 Sragen students. In conducting the research, the researchers used 

an experimental method (one-group pretest-posttest design). The sampling method was conducted by 

using a random sampling simple technique and was participated by 36 students. In analysing the data, 

SPSS version 21 was used to examine the significance of the differences in the results of the pre-test 

and post-test data. Based on descriptive analysis, the result shows: (a) the average critical thinking skill 

of students before using the flipped classroom learning model was 44.60 (sufficient category) and after 

using the flipped classroom learning model was 82.12 (very good category). Furthermore, based on 

inferential statistics using the paired sample t-test, the results of Sig. (2-tailed) = 0.000 < 0.05. In 

conclusion, using the flipped classroom learning model affects the critical thinking skills of State 

Senior High School 3 Sragen students.    
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent learning science in the 21st century requires students to have 4C’s of learning skills, namely 

Communication, Collaboration, Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, Creativity, and Innovation 

(Dwyer, Hogan, & Stewart, 2014). Based on this goal, one of the challenges facing 21st century 

education is teaching students to think critically (Dekker, 2020; Caceres, Nussbaum, & Ortiz, 2018; 

Tang, Vezzani, & Eriksson, 2020). 

However, Indonesian students critical thinking skills are currently relatively low. The Low critical 

thinking ability of students can be seen in the PISA 2018 (Program International Student Assessment) 

survey result that showed Indonesia 72nd ranked out of 78 participating countries (OECD, 2019). 

The low ranking of Indonesian students in PISA is due to the type of questions tested in PISA from 

level 1 to level 6, while most Indonesian students are only used to working on level 1 and level 2 

questions. The survey results are low, indicating that the students Indonesia have low critical thinking 

skills. The low level of students' critical thinking skills should be solved immediately because it can 
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affect to students. They will be less developed in learning and everyday life (Rachmayani, 2014). 

indicators of the causes of low critical thinking skills of students. Among others, the causes are 

learning models and and media used by teachers do not support developing critical thinking skills 

(Damanik & Bukit, 2013). The process of selecting the right learning model and media will affect 

the expected output, in this case, the ability to think critically.  

The observation results at State Senior High School 3 Sragen show that In economics subjects, 

students' critical thinking skills are still low. The student's in solving High Order Thinking Skills 

(HOTS) questions is only about 25%, as proven by the PAS average score of 46.3 with a KKM score 

of 75. The following table of student data 

Table 1. Students’ Critical Thinking Data 

 

No. Class Mean Score 

1 X IPS 1 45 

2 X IPS 2 40 

3 XI IPS 1 50 

4 XI IPS 3 47 

5 XII IPS 2 52 

6 XII IPS 3 44 

Mean 46,3 

 

Another problem is that the lecturing method still dominates in economics learning activities where 

students only accept the learning materials provided by the teacher without any exploration, so students 

become passive. Moreover, the teacher has not used innovative media. This learning process causes 

students' critical thinking skills are not developed properly. Therefore, the learning process in schools 

needs to be fixed to be able to form students' critical thinking. 

 

Learning models that can empower critical thinking are models that can stimulate higher order critical 

thinking and problem solving abilities by involving to participate students learning process activities 

and using technology that keeps up the times to support the learning process (Ismail, Harun, Zakaria, 

& Salleh, 2018). A flipped classroom is a learning model that is proven to be able to develop student's 

critical thinking skills (Ariyanto, Lestari, Hasanah, Rahmah, & Purwanto, 2020; Herzon, Budijanto, & 

Utomo, 2018; Sinprakob & Songkram, 2015; Zainuddin, Budijanto, & Amirudin, 2016). The flipped 

classroom model uses a student-centered learning approach based on constructivism theory where 

students build their knowledge by processing concepts they have previously understood to process and 

understand new information (Nursalim, Satiningsih, Hariastuti, Safira, & Budiani, 2016:62). 

 

The concept of the flipped classroom model is that students learn the material at home through learning 

resources that have been provided by the teacher (usually in the form of learning videos) so that 

learning in the class can be focused on discussion activities and problem-solving (Capone, De Caterina, 
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& Mazza, 2017). By doing group discussion activities, it is expected that students can develop their 

critical thinking by exchanging their thoughts and opinions and then learn from each other among 

group members. The flipped classroom model also makes students actively involved in learning 

(Subramaniam & Muniandy, 2019) and allows them to create independent learning that helps them to 

reduce their cognitive load when solving problems given by the teacher in class (Tawfik & Lilly, 

2015). 

 

In cognitive load theory proposed by John Sweller (1980), it stated that new information received by 

humans must be processed by working memory before it can be stored in long-term memory 

(Anmarkrud, Andresen, & Bråten, 2019). Working memory is also known as short-term memory. 

Humans can only store new information in working memory for a certain period. The flipped 

classroom model provides learning resources which are generally in the form of learning videos as a 

form of scaffolding, namely support or assistance provided in learning (Nursalim et al., 2016:66). 

Students can freely pause, rewind, skip, or repeat certain material parts of the video that they do not 

understand. This process will help students manage information in their working memory (Abeysekera 

& Dawson, 2015). Therefore, students are expected to develop their critical thinking skills better 

because there is no overload on working memory. 

 

Based on the problem above, there is a way to overcome it by using a learning model that can attract 

students' attention. The learning model that the researchers used is Flipped Classroom which can 

increase a sense of responsibility and improve students' critical thinking skills in studying economics. 

Moreover, by using Flipped Classroom, the learning process in the class is more active and creative, 

and students are freer to develop their knowledge. This model uses learning media that can be both 

accessed online and offline that support learning materials. 

Research Method 

 

The approach used in this research is quantitative. The type of research used was quasi-experimental. 

All students in the class are selected to be the population XI State Senior High School 3 Sragen which 

consisted of 3 classes with a total of 108 students. This research used two classes as sample; one class 

was used as the control class and the other class was used as the experimental class. In this research, 

one class acted as the control class and applied scientific learning, while the other class that acted as 

the experimental class applied flipped classroom learning. The instrument used in this research was a 

test instrument for students critical thinking skills. 

 

The variable in this research was the independent variable in the form of a flipped classroom learning 

model and the dependent variable in this research was the student's critical thinking skills. The 

instrument used is a critical thinking test. This study uses a one-group pretest-posttest design, that is, 

both groups in this research were given a pre-test before the research was conducted to determine the 

initial state. During the research, one group was given treatment and the other group was not treated. 
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The treated group was used as the experimental group, while the untreated group was used as the 

control group. Then, at the end of the research, both groups were given a posttest to see the final results. 

 

Data analysis techniques in quantitative research include descriptive statistics and inferential statistics. 

Descriptive statistics presented the obtained data that was resulted from the pre-test and post-test of 

students' critical thinking skills using the flipped classroom method in the experimental and control 

class. Before the inferential statistical test was conducted, it was first carried out with a prerequisite 

test consisting of a normality test and a homogeneity test. Testing the data analysis by using the 

analysis prerequisite test in the form of a normality test, then carrying out a homogeneity test, and 

conducting a paired sample t-test to test the significance of the differences in the results of the pre-test 

and post-test data. All of the tests were carried out by using SPSS 21.0.  

 

RESEARCH RESULT  

1. Descriptive analysis of critical thinking skills data 

a. Descriptive analysis of pre-test data 

The pre-test data were used to describe the pre-test data for the experimental and control class and 

used statistical techniques which included the mean, median, mode, standard deviation, variance, 

minimum score, and maximum score. The results of the descriptive analysis of the pre-test scores of 

the experimental and control class of students' critical economics thinking skills can be seen in the 

following diagram: 

 

 
Diagram 1. Distribution of pre-test scores 

 

Based on the diagram above, it can be seen that the high frequency of the experimental class was at a 

score of 61 to 80, namely 4 students with the highest score of 77, while the high frequency of the 

control class was 3 students with the highest score of 72. In both classes (the experimental and control 

class), the frequency of students who obtained scores in the sufficient category with a range of 41 to 

60 for the experimental class was 8 students, while the control class was 19 students. The low 

frequency ranges from 21 to 40 for the experimental class is 13 students while the control class is 3 

students. 
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b. Descriptive analysis of post-test data 

Posttest data is data obtained from the final test scores of students' critical thinking in the experimental 

and control class who have been given different treatments in each of the previous classes. The 

distribution of posttest scores for the experiment and the control class is presented fully through 

diagram 2 below: 

 

 
Diagram 2. Distribution of post-test scores 

 

The results of the diagram above show that the high frequency of the experimental class is at a score 

of 81 to 100, namely 13 students with the highest score of 100, while the highest frequency of the 

control class is 8 students with the highest score of 91. In both classes (the experiment and control 

class), the frequency of students who get scores in the sufficient category with a range of 41 to 60 for 

the experimental class are 11 students, while the control class is 9 students. The low frequency ranges 

from 21 to 40 for the experimental class. In the experimental class, there is only 1 student, while the 

control class is 9 students. A very low-frequency range of <20 for the experimental class does not 

exist, while the control class is 2 students. 

 

Based on data critical thinking skills before and after treatment, conclude between N-Gain, 

experimental class and control class can be seen. N-Gain critical thinking skills in detail can be 

presented briefly in table 2 below: 

 

Table 2. N-Gain of Critical Thinking 

 

Class  Ideal Score 
High 

Score 

Low 

Score 

Mean 

Score 

Experiment 1 0,67 0,17 0,42 

Control 1 0,30 0,04 0,17 

 

Table 2 shows that the ideal N-Gain score for critical thinking skills is 1. The high score of the 

experimental class is 0.67, while the low score is 0.17 and has an average score of 0.42. The high score 

of the experimental class is 0.30, while the low score is 0.04 and has an average score of c0.17. 
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The conclusion in the description above, that the experimental class is better than the control class. 

Learning with the flipped classroom model is more effective in improving students' critical thinking 

skills. 

 

2. Normality test 

The results of the calculation of the normality test of students' critical thinking skills in detail care 

presented in Table 3. The normality test of this research used the Shapiro-Wilk test assisted by SPSS 

21.0. with the criteria that if the significant value exceeds or equals c0.05, it means that the data from 

the pretest and posttest results of students in each class come population results care normally 

distributed. 

 

Table c3. cNormality cTest cData cof cCritical cThinking cSkill 

 

Critical cThinking Group N Sig. Result c 

Pretest 
Experiment c 36 0,089 Normal 

Control 36 0,192 Normal 

Posttest 
Experiment c 36 0,195 Normal 

Control 36 0,092 Normal 

 

Table c3 cshows cthat cthe cdata con cstudent's ccritical cthinking cskills cbefore cand cafter ctreatment cwere ceither 

cnormally cdistributed cor cnot. cData cis cnormally cdistributed cif cthe cscore cis csig. c> c0.05. cResults cSig. cdata con 

cstudents' ccritical cthinking cskills cfor call cgroup ccriteria cis cgreater cthan c0.05, cso cit ccan cbe cconcluded cthat 

cthe cdata con cstudent ccritical cthinking cskills, cboth cpretest cand cposttest, care cnormally cdistributed. 

3. cHomogeneity cTest 

The cnext cstep cafter cdoing cthe cnormality ctest cis cto cdo cthe chomogeneity ctest. cUse cof chomogeneity ctest cto 

cdetermine cvariances cof cseveral chomogeneous cor cnon-homogeneous cdata. cThe chomogeneity ctest cin cthis 

cresearch cused cthe cBox's cM cTest cusing cthe cSPSS c21.0 cprogram. cThe ctest ccriteria care cset cif cthe csignificant 

cvalue cis cgreater cthan cor cequal cto c0.05 cthen cthe ccovariances cof cthe cdependent cvariable care cthe csame cor 

chomogeneous. cWhen cthe csignificance clevel cis cless cthan c0.05 c(Sig. c< c0.05), cthen cthe cdata care cnot 

chomogeneous. cThe cresults cof cthe chomogeneity ctest cof cthe cresearch cdata chave cbeen ccalculated cusing cthe 

cSPSS cprogram. c 

Table c4. cResult cof cHomogeneity cTest cData 

Data df1 df2 Sig. Result 

Critical cthinking cskill 6 15 0,172 Homogenic 
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Based con cTable c4, cthe cresults cof cthe chomogeneity ctest cfor ccritical cthinking cskill cdata cshow ca csignificance 

cvalue cof c0.172, cso cthe cstudent's ccritical cthinking cskill cdata care chomogeneous cand cit ccan cbe cconcluded 

cthat cthis cpopulation chas cmet cthe chomogeneity crequirements. 

After cthe cdata care chomogeneous, cthe cnext cstep cis chypothesis ctesting. cHypothesis ctesting cis cconducted cto 

cdetermine cwhether cthe chypothesis ccan cbe caccepted cor crejected. cThis cresearch cwas cconducted cby cusing 

cSPSS cwith cthe cassumption cthat cif cthe csignificant cvalue c< c0.050, cthen cthe calternative chypothesis cis 

caccepted. cIf cit cwas cotherwise, cthe csignificant cvalue cis c> c0.050, cthen cthe calternative chypothesis cis 

crejected. cHypothesis ctest cresults cof cstudents' ccritical ceconomic cthinking cskills cfrom cpretest cand cposttest 

cscores ccan cbe cseen cin cthe ctable cbelow: 

Table c5. cPaired csample ctest cresults 

Paired cDifferences 

t df 
Sig.(2-

tailed) Mean 
Std. 

cDev 

Std. 

cError 

cMean 

95% cConfidence 

cInterval cof cthe 

cDifference 

Lower Upper 

Pretest 

cPosttest 
12.139 3.565 .594 13.345 10.933 20.431 35 .000 

 

Based con cthe cresults cof cthe canalysis cfrom ctable c5 cgain ct-count cof c20,431. cThe ct-count cresults care cthen 

cequated cusing cthe ct-test cdistribution ctable cwith ca csignificant clevel cof c5% cand cthe cdegree cof climit c(df c= cN-

1) cobtained cdf c= c36-1 c= c35 cand cthe ct-table cvalue cis c2.0301. cSo, cthe cvalue cof ct-count c20,431 c> ct-table 

c2,0301 cand cSig. c(2-tailed) c= c0.000 c< c0.05, cthere cis can caverage cdifference cbetween cthe cresults cof cthe 

cpretest cand cposttest. cSo, cHo cis crejected cand cHa cis caccepted, cwhich cmeans cthere cis can cinfluence cfrom 

cflipped cclassroom cactive clearning cmodel cthe cability cto cthink ccritically cin ceconomics. 

DISCUSSION 

Two cmeetings cwere ccarried cout cin cthis cstudy, cat cthe cfirst cmeeting cthe cresearchers cgave ca cpre-test cto 

cstudents cand cthen cexplained cthe clearning cthat cwould cbe capplied. cStudents cwere cgiven ca cYouTube 

cchannel clink cto cwatch cand cstudy cthe cmaterial cthat chad cbeen cprepared cby cthe cresearcher. 

In cthe csecond cmeeting, cthe cresearchers capplied cthe cflipped cclassroom clearning cmodel cand cthen cgave ca 

cpost-test cto cstudents. cWhen cthe clearning cprocess ccame, cparticipants casked ceach cother cin ca cdiscussion 

cforum cabout cwhat cthey cdid cnot cknow cand cshared ctheir copinions cabout cproblems, cso cparticipants chad 

cmany copportunities cto cprovide csolutions, cmade cthe cright cdecisions, cand cset cimprovements con cboth 

cstatements cand cwrong csteps. cBy cusing cflipped cclassroom clearning, cthe cclass catmosphere cbecomes 

cactive, cinteractive, cand cresponsive. cIt ccertainly cstimulates cin cdeveloping cstudents' ccritical cthinking 

cskills. 
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Based con cthe cresults cof cthe ccalculation cof cdata canalysis cby cusing cSPSS cfor cwindows cversion c21.0, cthe 

cresults cof cthe cpaired csamples ctest cpretest-posttest cobtained ca csig. c(2-tailed) cvalue cof c0.000. cSig c(0.000) 

c> c0.05 cwhich cmeans cthat cit cshows cthe cdifference cin cthe cpre-test cand cpost-test. cIn caddition cto cthe cresults 

cof cthe canalysis cobtained, cnamely ct-count cof c20,431, cthen cequated cusing cthe ct-test cdistribution ctable cwith 

ca csignificant clevel cof c5% cand cthe cdegree cof climit c(df c= cN-1) cobtained ct-table cvalue cof c2.0301. cSo, cthe 

cvalue cof ct-count c20,431 c> ct-table c2,0301 cso cthat cHo cis crejected cand cHa cis caccepted. 

Based con cthe cresults cof cthe cdata canalysis, cit ccan cbe cconcluded cthat cstudents' ccritical cthinking cskills cin 

ceconomics csubject ctaught cafter cusing cthe cflipped cclassroom clearning cmodel cshowed csatisfactory cresults 

cor cshowed cgood cresults ccompared cto cbefore cusing cthe cflipped cclassroom clearning cmodel. cIt cis cproven 

cby cthe caverage cscore cobtained cby cstudents cat cthe ctime cof cgiving cthe cpost-test cwith can caverage cvalue cof 

c82.12 ccompared cto cthe cpre-test ctest cwith can caverage cof c44.60. cWhen cusing cthe cflipped cclassroom 

clearning cmodel, cstudents calso cget cthe clowest cscore cof c76 cand cthe chighest cscore cof c100. 

CONCLUSION 

from cthe cresults cof cthe cstudy, cresearchers ccan cdraw cseveral cconclusions. cHere cis cthe cconclusion: 

1. cState cSenior cHigh cSchool c3 cSragen cuses cthe cFlipped cClassroom cLearning cModelobtained can caverage 

cscore cof c82.12. cis cin cthe c"very chigh" ccategory. cIt cmeans cthat cthe clearning cprocess chas cbeen ccarried cout 

caccording cto cthe crules cof cusing cthe cflipped cclassroom clearning cmodel. 

2. cThe cstudents’ ccritical cthinking cskill cat cState cSenior cHigh cSchool c3 cSragen cbefore cusing cthe cflipped 

cclassroom clearning cmodel creached can caverage cvalue cof c44.60 cwhich cwas cin cthe c"sufficient" ccategory. 

cAfter cusing cthe cflipped cclassroom clearning cmodel, cthe caverage cvalue cof cstudents' ccritical cthinking cskills 

creached c82.12, cincluding cthe c"very cgood" ccategory. cThe cconclusion cis cthat cstudents' ccritical cthinking 

cskills cbefore cand cafter cthe cuse cof cthe cflipped cclassroom clearning cmodel chave cincreased. 

3. cThe cflipped cclassroom clearning cmodel chas ca csignificant ceffect con cstudents' ccritical cthinking cskills. 

cBased con cthe cresults cof cthe ctable cPaired cSample ctest cof cthe calternative chypothesis c(Ha), ca csignificant 

cvalue cof c0.000 c< c0.050 cwas cobtained. cBased con cthese cresults, cthe calternative chypothesis cformulated cin 

cthis cresearch cwas caccepted. cIt cmeans c"Flipped cClassroom cLearning cModel cAffects cStudents' cCritical 

cThinking cAbility cin cClass cXI cSocial cSciences cat cState cSenior cHigh cSchool c3 cSragen. 
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